Implementing Innovation Workgroup
February 2015 Meeting agenda
Overcoming obstacles to implementing Innovation in drug development:
Agenda
6:55

Welcome and brief review of workgroup rationale, and plan for tonight

7:00

Innovation Feedback opportunity:
Minimal viable product – a borrowed concept
Can the MVP concept be adapted to clinical drug development?- Sachs

7:15

Why consider a MVP instead of usual protocol - Mike Detke

7:35

One approach to development based on iterative MVPs- Sachs

7:55

Discussion
Obstacles
Strategies

8:20

Summary of consensus recommendations

8:25

Should this workgroup Persist or Pivot?

8:30

Adjourn
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Questions
• What is the minimal viable product for a hint of concept trial?
• What is an acceptable confidence interval for making a go/ no go
decision?
• For acute response, could trials be shorter and smaller?
• Is it conceivable to conduct these trials in a pre-competitive space?
• Is it possible to conduct trials in traditional clinical settings?
• Does the inclusion of a placebo arm require a special race course?
• Is blinding required?
• Who would pay for a placebo arm?
• What value proposition is needed to attract patients to enter such a
trial?

Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway
Design to efficiently move candidate drugs demonstrating effectiveness in ”hint of
concept” paradigm to pivotal trials.
The four main elements of this model are:
1. Accessioning well defined samples of humans with meeting criteria for CNS
disorders with high confidence,
2. A clinical development process based on a minimal viable protocol template
designed as an iterative series of small randomized three cell trials powered for derisking the decision to resource pivotal trials rather than aiming for traditional levels
of statistical significance.
3. Creating an efficient clinical operations mechanism which optimizes use of
automated assessments and data management processes.
4 Common standardized business practices to enable efficient governance,
management and oversight of such an innovative treatment pathway .

Add to the list?

Development Concept: Lean Start-up
Vision

Define

Assumptions

Hypothesis
Growth/Value

Iterative testing to validate MVP
mitigates the extreme uncertainty
associated with start-up

Measure

Measurement Framework

Validate

Adapted from Reis E. Lean Start-up 2011

Change
Strategy

Build
MVP

Learn

Accelerate
Strategy

Concept: Minimal Viable Product
Begin with the
minimal feature set
worthy of testing

Adapted from Reis E. Lean Start-up 2011

Hint of Concept: Minimal Viable Protocol
Protocols
You would trust enough to persist with the program
Protocols
You wouldn’t believe

Protocols
You wish to run

Hint of Concept Objectives:
1. Provide a "quick read" on efficacy and
tolerability of potential psychotropic
medications.
2. Enable potential CNS products to
better compete for resources against
other therapeutic areas (oncology,
infectious disease, and cardiology).
3. Design the minimal trial necessary
to support or reject the decision to
invest in a full clinical trial

Minimal

Viable

Protocols
that are more than you need
and/or less than you want

Minimal Viable Protocols:
Is There Room for Improvement
from the Status Quo?
Michael J. Detke, M.D., Ph.D.
Detke Biopharma Consulting LLC
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Indiana University School of Medicine
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WTF??
• A Phase 3 GAD protocol I recently wrote had (in the
first draft) 8 Inclusion and 18 exclusion criteria –
almost all subjective. It grew from there….

WTF??
• A Phase 1 protocol I recently wrote to support a
substance abuse drug has a schedule of events with 10
columns, 26 rows and 14 footnotes. This is a 1-week
study.

WTF??
• A FIH SAD study I’m running currently has a protocol
that is 74 pages long (and we’re working on the 2nd
amendment now) and an ICD that is 12 pages long.

One Option: Crossover Design
For an effect size of 0.3, and alpha=.05, power=80%,
2-tailed:
N=90 for a within-subject, crossover study
N=274 for a 2-arm parallel study
• Each arm you add makes the math more favorable
for crossover
What diseases can we use crossover on?

ANOTHER OPTION: IMPROVE ADHERENCE

-A 20% decrease in medication adherence may result in the
need for a greater than 50% increase in sample size in order
to maintain equivalent power
−A trial with 50% mean compliance could require
approximately 5 times as many participants as a trial with
100% compliance

Pledger GW. Compliance in clinical trials: impact on design, analysis, and interpretation. In:
Schmidt D, Leppick IE, eds. Compliance in Epilepsy. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1988.
Goldsmith, CH. The effect of compliance distributions on therapeutic trials. In: Haynes RB, Taylor
DW, Sackett DL, eds. Compliance in Health Care. Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press;
1979.

How to Improve Adherence
•

One method is pK collection
– Examples from recent drug development programs in MDD
– Published Rates of non-adherence in Clinical trials: 22% to 57%1 (cf. 93% adherence by
pill counts2).

•

Alternative adherence biomarkers
– Metyrapone has effects on cortisol levels; D2 antagonists may raise prolactin levels; etc.
– Can utilize riboflavin tracing (common in studies of substance use disorders)

•
•
•
•

Not as helpful if done after randomization, in studies requiring intent-to-treat
analyses!
MEMS caps, etc. may be helpful but don’t ensure adherence
Interventions like Xhale
Minimize “professional patients” – DupCheck; CTSDatabase; etc.

1Osterberg

L, Blaschke T. Adherence to Medication. N Engl J Med 2005; 353: 487-497.
2Gossec L, et al. Reporting of adherence to medication in recent randomized controlled trials of 6 chronic diseases: A systematic
literature review. The American J of Med Sciences, 2007, 334, 248-254.
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Questions to Discuss
•
•
•
•
•

Where can we reduce efficacy measures?
Where can we reduce safety measures?
How can we optimize operational efficiency?
How can we shrink timelines, N’s, costs?
We have to think about the study level, but also
the program – a smaller Phase 2 might mean a
bigger Phase 3.
• Are there ways to incentivize “smaller” – equity,
etc.?

3 Cell Challenge Series:

Owners of Kentucky Derby losers often elect to skip the Preakness

Potential to gain confidence
by pooling results

Round 1: A1 B1:C1 (e.g. see Nierenberg et al 2006)
• R1: Analysis
• T1: effect size/statistical significance/ Confidence interval

Round 2: A2:B2:D1
• R2: Analysis
• T2: effect size/statistical significance/ Confidence interval
• T1/T2: effect size/statistical significance/ Confidence interval

Round 3: A3:D2:E1
• R3: Analysis
• T3: effect size/statistical significance/ Confidence interval
• T1/T2/ T3: effect size/statistical significance/ Confidence interval

95% confidence intervals for
treatment group differences
CI is a function of sample size and
difference between treatment conditions
If grp A has observed response rate = 50%
and
grp B has observed response rate = 30%,

Compare any two cells
Lower
upper
p

n
30:30 -0.0456
60:60 0.0248
90:90 0.0569
120:120 0.0761

0.4149
0.3589
0.3321
0.3155

.18
.04
.01
.002

Compare 1 cell vs 2 cells
Lower
upper
p

n
30:60 -0.0098
60:120 0.0495
90:180 0.0767
120:240 0.093

0.3964
0.3436
0.3188
0.3035

the 95% confidence interval: no continuity correction

.104
.014
.002
<.001

“Treatment-Resistant” Bipolar Depression:
Round 1: lamotrigine might help most and risperidone might help least
25

24

20

Recovery
Rate (%)

17.2
15

10

4.7

5

0

Lamotrigine
(N=21)

Inositol
(N=23)

Risperidone
(N=22)

Based on Round1 results, what would you advise the sponsor of each group to do next?.
Nierenberg et al. Am J Psychiatry. 2006;163;1-8.

www.mghcme.org

Is this viable?
• Would you place an entry in this kind of horse race?
• If yes, what kind?
• Is randomization to an open treatment cell ever
acceptable
• Is a true placebo cell always necessary?

How minimal could this be?
Cost of entry
– Assume each cell cost 1/3 of total trial cost
– What else can be minimized/streamlined?
• Could trial treatment phase length be < 3wks
• Could assessment burden be minimized =
– 1 outcome efficacy measure
– Safety measures as required

• Could recruitment be a shared among MVPs
• Could data management and analysis plan be standardized

• A robust infrastructure can create efficiencies

Infrastructure:
Some assembly required
Electric light powered by isolated generators vs power grid

In the early days of electricity, energy systems were small and localized. In 1882, New York’s Pearl Street Station
became the first of these complete systems, connecting a 100-volt generator that burned coal to power a few
hundred lamps. The high cost and nuisance associated with putting isolated generators in homes was a serious
obstacle. Edison recognized the need to develop a grid to efficiently bring light to cities

Infrastructure requirements
• Sites as usual
• Site collaborative
– Minimal collaborative networks

• Patient powered networks (no sites)

Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway:
Elements of the model
1.

Accessioning well defined samples of humans with meeting criteria for CNS
disorders with high confidence.
Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway:
Assume two relatively abundant resources;
1.
Patients with non-response to current approved treatment.
may be the most appropriate and efficient source of subjects for MVPs.
2. Electronic data sources
EHR or similar electronic means
How can these resource be used to identified and contact potential subjects?
Can existing registries be used or should new registries created for this purpose?
Why would a patient join a registry?

These subjects

Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway:
Elements of the model
2. A clinical development process based on a minimal viable protocol template
designed as an iterative series of small randomized three cell trials powered for derisking the decision to resource pivotal trials rather than aiming for traditional levels
of statistical significance.
Assume: Start with easiest opportunity:
Patients with non-response to current approved treatment for depression
How can this resource be brought on-line?

Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway:
Elements of the model
3. Creating an efficient clinical operations mechanism
Assume: infrastructure under a MVP Coordination Center
which …
Finalizes protocol (in conjunction with sponsors)
Obtains necessary agreements and approvals (in conjunction with IRBs)
Optimizes use of automated assessments and data management processes

Alternative Innovative Treatment Pathway:
Elements of the model
4. Common standardized business practices to enable efficient governance,
management and oversight of such an innovative treatment pathway .
? Potential sponsors contract with independent MVP coordinating
center(s)

Public
• NIMH
• PICORI
• Other

Private
• Academic
• Sponsor consortia
• Other

Questions
• What is the minimal viable product for a hint of concept trial?
• What is an acceptable confidence interval for making a go/ no go
decision?
• For acute response, could trials be shorter and smaller?
• Is it conceivable to conduct these trials in a pre-competitive space?
• Is it possible to conduct trials in traditional clinical settings?
• Does the inclusion of a placebo arm require a special race course?
• Is blinding required?
• Who would pay for a placebo arm?
• What value proposition is needed to attract patients to enter such a
trial?

